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December 23, 2016 

 

Aaron J. Kennon                    
Chief Executive Officer & Chief Investment Officer 

 

Dear Friend of Clear Harbor, 

I’m pleased to share our firm’s Investment Outlook for 2017. As we peered ahead one year ago, our 

general view was that: 

 earnings would underperform relative to Bloomberg consensus analyst estimates; 

 the Federal Reserve would remain more dovish than even its own board anticipated, ultimately 
delivering just one rate hike (rather than the three they had predicted); 

 global growth would prove lackluster; and 

 structural impediments to growth would continue to weigh on investor sentiment, consumer 
confidence and returns across major asset classes. 

While these core views were validated, the presidential election in the U.S. forced a marked shift in 

investor sentiment, sending equity prices significantly higher into year-end. To put this in context, the 

S&P 500 gained 6.6% in the 11 months leading up to Election Day—then rallied another 6% in the weeks 

following Donald Trump’s surprise victory.  

Credit and commodities also rose on the news, while sovereign bonds weakened meaningfully. Rates on 

10-year U.S. Treasuries, after falling year-to-date through election day from 2.27% to 1.85%, abruptly 

rose to 2.60%—a level not seen since the Fall of 2014. Although the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate 

Bond Index remains positive by approximately 1.5% year-to-date, prices had gained some 4.7% prior to 

Election Day and the subsequent spike in rates.  

Our November 9th post-election commentary highlighted our view that a Trump presidency will prove 

inflationary, but we did not expect the market to trend toward this view so swiftly. Indeed, this near-

eruption in previously sluggish markets occurred despite a continuation of lower-than-anticipated 

growth and generally weak inflation data. Conviction appears widespread that the election paves the 

way to an economically rosier 2017.  
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We welcome the understandable bounce in market sentiment as hopes grow for tax cuts, infrastructure 

spending and regulatory reform. Yet our base case for 2017 and beyond recognizes barriers to the rapid 

adoption of such a program in its entirety, as well as persistent structural impediments to growth.  

On the currency front, the dollar recently hit a 15-year high water mark, which will likely help attract 

capital to the U.S. despite making exporters here less competitive. At the same time, weaker local 

currencies will make it more difficult for emerging-market nations to pay interest on significant amounts 

of debt issued in the world’s reserve currency, even as they provide tailwinds to export-driven 

companies domiciled abroad. We live in interesting times. 

The Clear Harbor Outlook: Base Case Assumptions for 2017 

The complex interplay of economic, monetary, financial and political factors is why we produce and 

share our investment outlook; indeed, our focus on these relationships distinguishes Clear Harbor’s 

internal approach. Our goal as stewards of client wealth is not to predict precisely the outcome of 

specific holdings, or even the overall market, but rather to identify some probability distribution around 

core outcomes through a disciplined team process.  

This process ensures a well-considered basis for contemplating correlations between sectors and asset 

classes, as well as long-term forces that could affect our views. Here are some key elements we consider 

before allocating client capital, and how we view them—that is, how each one factors into our 

investment “base case”—as we approach 2017. 

 Growth and inflation: current economic and political signals 

Growth and inflation expectations are poised to edge upward in both developed and emerging markets, 

driven by improvement in manufacturing and other leading economic indicators as well as hopes for a 

reduction in U.S. political gridlock. However, we do not expect a massive “step change” in the medium 

to longer term.  

In the U.S., widely anticipated tax cuts, infrastructure spending and financial regulatory reform can all 

contribute to real growth, helping nominal GDP exceed the anticipated full-year 2016 rate of 

approximately 2%. However, such initiatives may not come as quickly or on the scale that some expect. 

While President-elect Trump should enjoy a proverbial “honeymoon” period with a Republican 

Congress, any harmony achieved—particularly with deficit hawks within his own party—will neither be 

perfect nor last indefinitely. As such, we do not expect the annualized rate of 3.5% seen in Q3 to be 

sustained on this basis alone.  

Despite these caveats, the sustained battle against deflation in key economic regions does seem to be 

having the desired effect. This is vital. A modest dose of inflation offers more than an increase in 

nominal GDP from higher prices: it can spur animal spirits to accelerate, rather than delay, investment 

and spending, resulting in real growth. The Eurozone is witnessing its highest inflation in two years; if 

growth both home and abroad over the course of the last quarter were to exceed our expectations, we 

would anticipate not only nominal, but real (after-inflation) interest rates to edge higher in 2017. 
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A meaningful risk lies with the Chinese economy, and in particular the ability of the country’s private 

sector to manage rising non-performing loans in a rising interest rate environment. We expect the 

government to support the economy through capital injections and bank support as President Xi Jinping 

seeks to enter the Communist Party’s National Congress in late 2017 on a strong economic footing. 

However, we will keep a watchful eye on this situation for the defined “tail risk” it poses to both Chinese 

and global growth, in part by presenting a somewhat opaque degree of uncertainty around asset price 

appreciation across the commodity complex. 

Equally uncertain is the degree to which the newly elected president incrementally rather than 

fundamentally alters our post-World War II posture toward foreign policy with both our allies and our 

adversaries. This consideration may demand more detailed thinking in real time come January 20th. For 

now, we remain cautiously optimistic that any stagflationary policies—particularly on trade—will either 

give way to, or be counterbalanced by, more constructive economic initiatives. Our base case thus puts 

U.S. growth improving to a range of 2-2.5%, while remaining well shy of the historical trend rate of 3-4%. 

 Long-term economic trends 

Even as the data trends higher, two factors threaten to keep economic growth from recapturing historic 

levels. One is America’s aging workforce; the other is the stubborn elusiveness of productivity gains. 

Since the die of demographic change is cast well in advance, it is the return of productivity—the 

potential of a new dot-com or industrial revolution-like boom—that represents the more realistic way to 

move the economy to the next level of play. 

To shift metaphors, I am personally optimistic that new waves of productivity will break again upon our 

economic shores. Self-driving cars will, over a span of many years, gradually free up considerable time 

for tasks of either higher value or greater leisure; even more transformative—and disruptive—

technologies are likely to arise from artificial intelligence. These and other areas offer the potential to 

dramatically increase economic output with a minimum of additional human labor. 

However, there are two problems with this rosy scenario. One is that such developments, though 

tantalizing, must be contrasted with the truly massive advancements of past revolutions in how people 

produce and transport goods, communicate, and innovate. The automation of, say, cross-country driving 

is liable to prove less impactful than the invention of the truck itself. The truly low-hanging fruit was 

picked generations ago. 

Secondly, the disruptions now underway stand not only to displace large segments of global society into 

roles requiring different skills within a given industry, but to disintermediate those workers altogether. 

At issue is not (for example) the change from keeping horses to driving trucks: it is the simple 

elimination of a major cohort of the transportation workforce. This time, those who will provide and 

support new methods may be far fewer in number than those whom they replace. This was not lost on 

the campaign trail: these fears and concerns were reflected at polling booths around the world in 2016.   
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 Monetary update 

The Fed has taken an extraordinarily incrementalist approach to unwinding nearly a decade of 

unprecedented monetary easing. In fact, December’s 0.25% bump in the Fed funds rate was just the 

second such increase in a decade, despite a clear proclamation one year ago that the Open Market 

Committee expected to rates three times in 2016. 

The cooling of the Fed’s enthusiasm for tightening mirrored an equally marked fall in growth 

projections. The IMF’s estimate of global growth for 2016 dropped from 3.6% one year ago to just 3.1% 

as of this fall; the organization’s target for the U.S. fell from 2.8% to just 1.6%. This deceleration in 

growth, and the worrisome trend of overestimations by the IMF and many major economists, provided 

the basis for continued caution on the part of the Fed. 

Nonetheless, the long-awaited pivot from lower to higher rates in the U.S. has occurred and is 

important. It may be even more noteworthy that signs of apostasy are at last emerging in the 

fashionable global monetary creed of interest rates at or below zero. Despite only gradual economic 

improvement in Europe and the UK, both the European Central Bank and the Bank of England are 

setting the stage to gradually reverse course from years of extraordinarily easy money. While borrowers 

are still significant beneficiaries of extremely low rates, savers may finally start to see a small bit of light, 

and yield, at the end of the tunnel.  

Japan remains desperate for any tool to spur growth (see below), and we believe that other developed-

market central banks will still proceed with care. Even as Europe, the U.S. and U.K. attempt to show 

incremental resolve in raising rates, they do so against a backdrop of fragile global growth and still-

expanding government, corporate, and in many cases household debt.  

Unwinding monetary policy in the midst of historically slow global growth was always destined to create 

a new set of challenges for policy makers, investors and savers. In Europe, any number of challenges—

chief among them, dire demographic trends and a less-than-welcoming business environment—

threaten to make the long-sought transition from monetary to fiscal stimulus less likely, robust or 

impactful. In the U.S., whether fiscal policymakers will in fact at last be free to take the baton from 

monetary authorities—a trend we would welcome—remains for the headstrong incoming president and 

a largely wary Congress to determine. 

 

Investment Implications 

While our long-term views are grounded in greater levels of confidence in secular economic trends, it is 

the short and medium term that often drives investor and consumer emotions. By assessing the prices 

and valuations for major asset classes, we can develop a responsible near-term roadmap appropriate to 

the varying financial goals and risk tolerances of each client.  
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 U.S. equities: earnings & valuations 

Our firm’s internal equity strategies this year achieved, and in many instances exceeded, our 

expectations on an absolute basis, and performed well relative to major benchmarks. We attribute this 

result to a value-oriented posture—one that seems poised to be rewarded further given likely trends in 

the financial, economic and monetary environment. 

With a forward PE of approximately 17x for the S&P 500, versus a 10-year average of 14.5x, it is hard to 

consider the entire market particularly cheap. Still, we believe equity valuations broadly can be justified 

by historically low interest rates and expectations that tax and regulatory reform will prompt companies 

to repatriate offshore earnings, increase capital spending, and perhaps serve as partners in rebuilding 

America’s aging infrastructure. In addition, the market is a discounting mechanism, and stocks in a 

number of sectors defied earnings headwinds this year to march significantly higher in anticipation of 

rosier conditions ahead.   

Significant headwinds do exist. Wall Street expectations of 11.2% earnings growth for 2017 may be 

difficult to achieve in key sectors of the economy in the midst of a tightening (and more costly) labor 

market, forcing profit margins to contract, even if revenues grow 8.5% as projected.1 Amidst obsessive 

media coverage of “beats” versus “expectations,” it is often overlooked that for full-year 2016, these 

same analysts today anticipate absolute earnings growth of a mere 0.1% for the S&P 500.  

While many scapegoat the oil sector for the collapse in this year’s earnings, the reality is that several key 

sectors have faltered over the last four quarters. To date, the march higher in equities has been driven 

by the expansion of PE multiples; earnings will need to play a more meaningful role for us to consider 

such increases sustainable. Barring that, this year’s late rally may have simply pulled forward gains that 

could prove difficult to repeat. While we expect earnings to grow off the near unchanged rate of 2016, 

we will remain selective in constructing portfolios, an approach that has served us well in recent years.   

 U.S. equities: sectors & trends 

For those emphasizing sector and security selection, the most germane aspect of 2017 may prove to be 

the long-delayed normalization of monetary policy. After several years in which the risk premium for 

growth stocks has been submerged in a swamp of volatility-dampening liquidity from central banks, we 

now look for GARP (growth at a reasonable price) to outperform growth companies that are devoid of 

meaningful earnings relative to their market valuation. In the same vein, banks—which represented 

more than 20% of S&P 500 operating income in 2016, yet continue to trade at a discount—may benefit 

as rates trend higher, net interest margins rise, and overall global economic conditions improve.  

We do not want to dismiss the significant investment opportunities in traditional growth areas. From 

technology and communications to companies developing disruptive products and services, Clear 

Harbor meets annually with hundreds of management teams to identify those with legitimately 

transformative potential—for our lives and for client portfolios.  

                                                           
1 Factset, Dec. 2016. 
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On a technical note, we are alert to disruptions in the traditional cycle by which some market segments 

typically become somewhat overpriced, then rebalance naturally as investors revert toward relative 

bargains. The tendency of expensively priced stocks to grow more so—by continuing to rise alongside 

gains in the broader market—may be due in part to the shift toward passive management, particularly 

funds tied to capitalization-weighted indexes.  

While Clear Harbor does employ passive strategies where appropriate to defined client investment 

objectives, the rift between cheap and expensive sectors and subsectors has in some cases grown 

compelling. We cannot predict when or how market participants will begin to reject some of these 

dislocations, but we can attempt to capture long-term value on behalf of clients where we perceive it. 

 Fixed income  

Our firm’s fixed income adjustments in 2016 proved timely on several fronts. We reduced durations 

prior to the significant rise in interest rates that followed the presidential election, chiefly reducing 

preferred equity and sovereign bond exposures. Where appropriate, we also added to shorter-dated 

corporate bonds. Importantly, we maintained our conviction on mortgage REITs, while maintaining 

levels of portfolio volatility not much higher than that of the much broader Bloomberg Barclays 

Aggregate Bond Index. 

We approach 2017 in an environment of decelerating but incrementally higher rates, healthy credit 

conditions, and a steepening yield curve. As with equities, we believe that the dramatic move in bonds 

since election day already prices in a rather optimistic growth scenario for 2017, and indeed may have 

pulled some of next year’s gains forward: 10-year Treasuries today trade at 2.60%, versus 1.35% earlier 

this year. While we do not look for yields to retrace their steps, they have risen far enough and rapidly 

enough to give us comfort allocating capital to components of the U.S. bond market without fear of 

missing out on significant additional coupon in the near term.  

 Global opportunities: Europe 

Across the pond, businesses and investors express optimism that weaker currencies will lift exports and 

earnings. Furthermore, we are comforted by the fact that European equities are currently trading at PE 

multiples that are attractive on an historical basis, both in absolute terms and relative to their U.S. 

peers. While uncertainties persist over the ultimate form and impact of Brexit, as well as political strain 

in France, Italy and increasingly even Germany, we expect market participants, over time, to recognize 

and reward economic fundamentals. 

We acknowledge that those fundamentals include structural headwinds to growth, including a lack of 

uniformity in the banking system and unfavorable demographics—the latter all the more challenging in 

light of resistance to immigration from nations with younger populations. With that said, we actually 

consider the possibility of a pro-growth leader in France quite high; despite ongoing uncertainty in much 

of the region, pockets of promise for equities do exist.   
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We are more cautious in allocating to European fixed income, as adjustments in either ECB 

communication or sovereign debt yields could fundamentally alter valuations and the return profile of 

the international fixed income markets. We continue to allocate to actively managed international fixed 

income for clients with less constrained, highly nimble capital. 

 Global opportunities: Japan 

A similar economic image holds true in Japan, where demographic headwinds weigh heavily on 

economic viability. According to BCA Research, 20 years ago the island nation had 4.6 workers 

supporting each retiree/pensioner; today it has just 2.2. Twenty year from now, the ratio is projected to 

dwindle to just 1.6.  

Despite these generational overhangs, the short to medium term offers hope to particular segments of 

the country’s corporate sector from a continued depreciation in the yen. Indeed, we expect the Bank of 

Japan to maintain a significantly more dovish monetary posture than that either the U.S. or even 

Europe, further supporting equity returns for U.S. investors on a hedged basis. Further benefits could 

accrue from better-than-expected gains in fiscal reform, wages, and the nation’s continuing—albeit 

snail’s-pace—journey toward corporate reform and the more efficient allocation of capital. 

 Global opportunities: Emerging Markets 

The emerging market landscape remains of interest to Clear Harbor. We are particularly constructive in 

countries where demographic tailwinds are pronounced and the service sectors are developing in a 

meaningful fashion. (Unlike many investors in emerging markets, we shy from energy, where we 

continue to allocate primarily within North America.) 

India is perhaps the most significant emerging market story of 2016, with growth exceeding 7% and 

poised to continue in 2017. Despite significant challenges, the current administration is making a serious 

attempt to fundamentally transform India from a bureaucratic basket case riddled with corruption to a 

modern nation that embraces government and corporate reforms, open markets, greater opportunities, 

and a more stable pathway to sustainable growth. 

While we are constructive on key components of emerging markets, we are also mindful of the currency 

headwinds for governments that have issued significant debt in U.S. dollars now that local currencies 

have weakened substantially. Our focus within the sector remains strict, with a heavy reliance on 

carefully vetted companies and funds. 

 Commodities 

Commodity prices rose significantly over the course of 2016, ranging from crude oil (+47%) and natural 

gas (+45%) to precious metals and most soft commodities, with the notable exception of wheat. The 

rally was not enough to save the energy sector from its earnings collapse of the last several quarters, 

with crude still some 5% shy of levels witnessed at year-end 2014 and more than 35% below the average 

of the last five years. 
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While we certainly welcome a more balanced crude oil market, history suggests that production cuts 

recently agreed between OPEC and non-OPEC producers will prove fragile. Regardless, we suspect that 

net demand growth will provide support for oil at current levels. While we can envision an environment 

where production cuts lead to even higher crude prices, we are mindful of the ability for North American 

shale oil to revive production rapidly.  

This dampens my optimism that we will witness significantly higher crude prices in 2017. However, there 

are many companies in the lowest-cost producing basins in North America that can achieve meaningful 

operating margins at the current price of around $55/barrel. Moreover, in the short to medium term—

say, three years—I accept the consensus view that global oil demand continues to rise, and that prices 

should, at minimum, remain well above the cyclical low of $26 established in February 2016.  

While somewhat of a controversial view both here within the firm as well as across the analyst 

community, I personally believe that the longer-term price trend line for oil is lower rather than higher 

amidst alternative transportation fuels, increased fuel efficiency, and an overall increase in per capita 

hydrocarbon efficiency around the world. This view helps prompt the search for unconventional 

opportunities up and down the energy and adjacent verticals, while serving as a check against 

complacency during moments of prosperity in the hydrocarbons space. 

Gold rose a healthy 6.5% in 2016 alongside a stronger dollar and higher equity and bond returns. As I 

have stated on many occasions, we view gold as an alternative currency that is uniquely impervious to 

manipulation by central banks. We are not gold bugs, but perceive some benefit to a small allocation as 

a non-correlated asset in many client portfolios. We would look for gold to rise with overall market 

uncertainty, and falter in the midst of extreme investor complacency. Without the certainty of either 

outcome, some provision for gold is often warranted. 

While one cannot predict the short-term trends that will drive capital markets, the ebb and flow of 

capital and valuations inform our thinking and guide the confident crafting of thoughtful portfolios that 

reflect the unique objectives and risk tolerance of our clients. Under storm clouds or on calm seas, your 

Clear Harbor team remains committed to the development and stewardship of the best possible wealth 

management solutions.  

We are proud to be entrusted with helping you achieve your financial and life goals. On behalf of the 

entire firm: the very best for this holiday season, and the new year. 

Sincerely, 
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PS For those who have not had the opportunity review our firm’s new website, we welcome you at 

www.clearharboram.com.  

Disclosure: 

Clear Harbor Asset Management, LLC (“Clear Harbor”) is an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal place 

of business in the State of New York. Clear Harbor and its representatives are in compliance with the current notice 

filing requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Clear Harbor maintains 

clients. Clear Harbor may only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed, or qualifies for an exemption 

or exclusion from notice filing requirements.   

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. The commentary may contain general 

information and views that are not directly relevant to your particular account. Opinions expressed herein are those 

of Aaron Kennon and may differ from those of other employees and affiliates of Clear Harbor Asset Management 

LLC. The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment advice. Past 

performance is no guarantee of future results. Information presented herein is subject to change without notice and 

should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Any comparison to an index, including the S&P 

500 and Russell 2000, is for comparative purposes only. An investment cannot be made directly into an index, which 

are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees. This brochure is limited to the dissemination of 

general information pertaining to its investment advisory services. The current account composition is intended for 

informational purposes and allocations are subject to change. 

For information pertaining to the registration status of Clear Harbor, please contact Clear Harbor or refer to the 

Investment Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about Clear 

Harbor, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form ADV from Clear Harbor 

using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send 

money. 

http://www.clearharboram.com/
http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/

